
Abstract. Background/Aim: The occurrence of somatic
transformation in germ cell tumour (GCT) is rare, with
increased incidence in teratomatous tumours. The aim of this
study was to understand the clinical outcomes of patients
with metastatic GCT with somatic transformation. Materials
and Methods: A retrospective study was conducted in two
tertiary cancer centres in London. Between 1998 and 2016,
30 cases of somatic transformation in GCT treated at the
Mount Vernon Cancer Centre and St. Bartholomew’s
Hospital were identified. The median age at diagnosis was
34 years (range=18-56 years). The histological diagnosis at
transformation was rhabdomyosarcoma, sarcomatoid yolk
sac, sarcoma (non-specified), clear cell carcinoma,
adenocarcinoma and primitive neuro ectodermal tumour
(PNET). Results: The 5-year survival rate of all patients was
47%, and that of patients with testicular primary (n=26
patients) was 37%. Conclusion: Somatic transformation
component in testicular GCTs is generally considered to be
an adverse prognostic factor, however, a reasonable 5-year

overall survival rate (87.5%) was observed in patients who
present with this at first diagnosis. 

Germ cell tumours most commonly occur in young men and
most frequently arise from the testicles. The use of surgery and
chemotherapy has been refined over time with the 5-year
survival for metastatic disease reaching 80-95% (1, 2).
Treatment of metastatic GCT depends on the histological
subtype and disease burden, and curative chemotherapy
regimens are usually based on cisplatin-based combinations such
as BEP (3-5) (bleomycin, etoposide, cisplatin). Infrequently
GCT can undergo somatic transformation. This is reported in
approximately 3-6% of these tumours and has been documented
as primary presentation or relapse (6, 7). These have been
reported to be resistant to current chemotherapeutic agents with
a relatively poor outlook. The most frequent histological
subtypes seen in somatic transformation are rhabdomyosarcoma,
primitive neuroectodermal tumour (PNET), adenocarcinoma,
neuroblastoma and rarely squamous cell carcinoma (7-11). More
recently, some sarcomatoid transformations, have been found to
be probably derived from yolk sac tumours and are termed
sarcomatoid yolk sac tumours (12, 13).  
Since the molecular pathogenesis and prognostic factors

of sarcomatous transformation are not well understood, its
prognosis and significance remain unclear. Because of the
rarity of this presentation, uncertainty exists regarding
optimal treatment and prognosis. However, a small number
of patients have experienced prolonged survival with
combined chemotherapy and surgery or radiation (14-16). In
the present study, we discuss our experience of somatic
transformation of GCTs that were treated at Mount Vernon
cancer centre and St Bartholomew’s hospital London and
discuss the morphologic and clinical outcomes of these rare
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entities. We also compared those who were transformed to
metastatic disease post chemotherapy with those who had
viable germ cell tumours – without somatic transformation
post chemotherapy. 

Patients and Methods

The medical records of the Mount Vernon Cancer Centre and St
Bartholomew’s hospital were examined to identify patients with
GCT who had somatic transformation. A total of 30 cases were
identified in the period of 2000 to 2017. Patients were referred from
6 district general hospitals in the surrounding region, servicing a
catchment population of 2.25 million people at Mount Vernon
Cancer Centre, and St Bartholomew’s referrals for complex and
relapsed disease come from the Anglian Germ Cell Cancer Group
representing a population of 7.4 million people. 
Patients were aged 18 years or older with histologically or

cytologically confirmed metastatic testicular cancer, proven
metastases on imaging and confirmed somatic transformation, either
at presentation or relapse. All new cases are discussed at supra
regional multi-disciplinary team meetings where pathological and
radiological findings are centrally reviewed and appended to the
database by an automated process and updated regularly with
clinical follow up data. 

Results

Patient characteristics. A total of 30 patients were identified
who had somatic transformation with a diagnosis of GCT. The
median age at diagnosis was 34 years (range=18-56 years). 
We ascertained the presentation timepoint of patients

undergoing transformation into three discrete phases of
treatment according to when the transformation event
occurred; at initial diagnosis, at time of post chemotherapy
surgery or at relapse post initial treatment. Of the 30 patients,
9 had somatic transformation at diagnosis, 8 had transformed
GCT diagnosed following first line post chemotherapy

surgery, and 13 developed it on relapse. The histological
diagnoses, treatment type and outcome for each of the 30
patients are detailed in Table I.  

Survival. Median overall survival from time of transformation
across the cohort was 40 months. The overall survival curve
for all patients with somatic transformation is shown in Figure
1. For patients presenting with germ cell tumours and areas of
somatic transformation (n=9), median survival was 69 months
and the 5-year overall survival was 87.5%. For patients
showing residual active disease with somatic transformation
following post chemotherapy surgical resection, (n=8) overall
survival was 27 months and the 3-year survival was 50 %. For
patients with transformation at post chemotherapy relapse,
median survival was the poorest at 22 months and the 5-year
survival was 38.4% (Tables II and III). Figure 2 shows the
univariate mantel-cox analysis for survival of the three
discrete groups at which somatic transformation is seen
(p=NS).

Chemotherapy regimens. Table I lists the regimens utilised per
patient at 1st line, 1st salvage and second salvage
chemotherapy, together with the details of any surgical
resection performed. Most patients received BEP or dose
intensified platinum-based chemotherapy upfront with either
the GAMEC or POMB-ACE (filgrastim, actinomycin-D,
methotrexate, etoposide, cisplatin and cisplatin, vincristine,
methotrexate, bleomycin- actinomycin-D, cyclophosphamide,
etoposide respectively) regimens (15, 17) with resection of
residual disease. At progression or relapse, patients with
somatic transformation were treated with second line
regimens. Many of these contain cytotoxics with activity in
sarcoma such as ifosfamide (present in TIP (cisplatin,
ifosfamide, paclitaxel), VIDE (vincristine, ifosfamide,
actinomycin-D and etoposide) taxanes [IPO (irinotecan,
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Table I. Patient characteristics and treatment.

Histology on transformation (n=30)                                     Chemotherapy regime 1st line                                       Chemotherapy regime 2nd line

Sarcoma=7                                                                                               BEP=22                                                                         GAMEC=4
Rhabdomyosarcoma=9                                                                         GAMEC=3                                                                        VIDE=2
PNET=10                                                                                            POMB/ACE=1                                                                       IPO=5
Clear cell=1                                                                                          GEM-TIP=1                                                                     GAMMA=4
Adenocarcinoma=2                                                                                   VIP=1                                                                             VIDE=2
Nephroblastoma=1                                                                                  EBCa=1                                                                           IVAD=1
                                                                                         Cisplatin/ Doxorubicin/ Ifosfamide=1                                                GEM-TIP=2
                                                                                                                                                                                                           BOP=1
                                                                                                                                                                                           Doxorubicin/Ifosfamide=1

BEP: Bleomycin/etoposide/cisplatin; GAMEC: granulocyte colony stimulating factor, actiniomycin-D, methotrexate, etoposide, cisplatin;
POMB/ACE: cisplatin, vincristine, methotrexate, bleomycin/ actinomycin-D, cyclophosphamide, etopsoide; GEM-TIP: gemcitabine-paclitaxel,
ifosfamide, cisplatin; VIP: vincristine, ifosfamide, cisplatin; EBCa: etoposide, bleomycin,cisplatin; VIDE: vincristine, ifosfamide, doxorubicin,
etoposide; IVAD: ifosfamide, vincristine, actinomycin-D, doxorubicin; BOP: bleomycin, vincristine, cisplatin.



paclitaxel, oxaliplatin), TIP] and anthracyclines (cis-
epirubicin, VIDE). A total of 12 patients underwent high dose
chemotherapy as either second- or third-line salvage.
Figure 3 compares the survival outcomes for patients who

had viable cancer post primary chemotherapy and surgery,

as shown by histology post-surgery. As has been previously
reported, findings of mature teratoma or necrosis only are
associated with excellent survival (3-year OS of 86-92%%).
Conversely, the presence of viable cancer confers a much
worse outcome with a 3-year OS of 40-45%. This is
surprisingly very similar whether transformed histology or
standard residual germ cell histology is seen.

Discussion 

The incidence of somatic transformation in GCT has been
described in other centres. Ahmed et al. (8) have reported 17
cases with an established diagnosis of malignant teratoma
transformation out of 580 GCT patients treated with
chemotherapy. Malignant mesodermal differentiation was the
most common, seen in 15/17 patients including rhabdomyo-
sarcoma, leiomyosarcoma and others. Guo et al. (18) have
reported 30 confirmed cases of GCT with sarcomatous
component from 1985 to 2007, all containing a teratomatous
component and a sarcomatous component in the primary
(n=19) or metastatic tumours (n=11) or both. The commonest
sarcomatous component was rhabdomyosarcoma, found in
79% of cases.  
The pathogenesis of somatic transformation remains

unclear. It may derive from pluripotent germ cells and
malignant transformation of teratomatous elements (19).
There are potentially other mechanisms that contribute to the
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Figure 1. Overall survival in all patients with variant histology. Kaplan–
Meier analysis of overall survival in all patients with variant histology
and GCT (n=30). Figure 2. Survival by timepoint at which variant histology is diagnosed.

Graph of survival of patients according to whether variant histology is
diagnosed at baseline, at post chemotherapy surgery or at relapse.

Table II. Median survival by timepoint of variant histology diagnosis.

Number                                                               Median survival (months) 

n=30                                                                                      40
By presentation with somatic transformation                         
At Diagnosis (n=9)                                                               69.9
Post chemotherapy surgery (1st line) (n=8)                        27
at relapse post chemotherapy (n=13)                                  22.7

Table III. Overall survival at 2, 3 and 5 years by timepoint of variant
histology diagnosis.

Transformation at:                        N=30                        OS at 5 years

At diagnosis                                      9                                87.50%
Post-chemo                                        8                                   50%
At relapse                                        13                                38.40%
All patients                                      30                                   47%
Testes                                               26                          62%/39%/31%
Mediastinal                                        4                                   50%



development of a sarcomatoid change specifically within
NSGCT (non seminomatous germ cell tumour), and one
hypothesis implicates exposure to DNA damaging agents.
Other centres have found that the sarcoma element can
appear after chemotherapy in metastasis rather than being
present in the primary excision (20) and this is certainly
evident in our cohort presented above. A recent, elegant,
genomic study on chemotherapy resistant and refractory
GCT demonstrated that loss of pluripotency markers such as
NANOG  is strongly associated with chemo resistance and
poor outcome (21). Therefore, GCT tumours that have
undergone terminal differentiation towards a specific somatic
phenotype such as rhabdomyosarcoma may, in keeping with
this, be expected to be more chemoresistant.  
At present, it is unclear to the treating physician whether

this histological diagnosis should change the therapeutic
algorithm in these patients. We report on the presentation and
clinical course of 30 patients with GCT that underwent
somatic transformation, and find evidence for a different
prognostic significance depending on the timepoint during
therapy at which the somatic transformation event is seen.
Despite the small number of patients, our data suggest that
patients with somatic transformation at presentation appear
to have a better outcome than patients who present with
somatic transformation at post chemotherapy surgery for
residual cancer, or at a post-chemotherapy relapse. In a
retrospective study, Malagon et al. (16) have reported the
clinicopathological features of 46 patients with GCT that
showed additional sarcomatous components involving either

the primary site or their metastases. They showed a
statistically significant difference in overall survival between
patients with sarcomatous containing GCT and age and stage
matched control group without sarcoma in the primary site
(p<0.001). Guo et al. have also found a higher risk of
mortality in patients with sarcoma in any metastasis (18).
Currently, there is no consensus on the treatment of GCTs

with a sarcomatous component due to the rarity of this
tumour. Cisplatin-based combination chemotherapy remains
the backbone of treatment for disseminated NSGCTs
achieving excellent anticipated cure rates in good risk
patients. However, treatment of platinum refractory disease
is challenging and a significant number of patients with
intermediate and poor risk NSGCT will still require
combination chemotherapy for relapsed disease. 
In many centres, ifosfamide and platinum-containing

regimens such as TIP, VIP or VeIP (4) are utilised as first line
therapy of relapse, with high dose chemotherapy and stem
cell rescue held in reserve for third line salvage therapy.
However, none of the large prospective randomised studies
utilising salvage chemotherapy have reported on whether any
of the patients had variant histology. The total numbers are
likely therefore to be small. 
In the case series presented above, a number of patients

who progressed following first-line platinum-based
chemotherapy were salvaged utilising ifosfamide-containing
regimens such as TIP, G-TIP, cisplatin doxorubicin and
ifosfamide. Germ cell tumours are generally highly sensitive
to cisplatin-based chemotherapy whilst pure sarcomas are
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Figure 3. Survival by histology at post-chemotherapy resection. Comparison between necrosis, mature teratoma, non-sarcomatoid and sarcomatoid
variants.



generally resistant to cisplatin. Doxorubicin and ifosfamide
have been the backbone of treatment of metastatic sarcoma
over the last decade, and gemcitabine-docetaxel combination
has recently emerged as a useful alternative in several phase
II studies. Hensley et al. have found a 53% response rate
including 50% of patients previously treated with
doxorubicin (22). Some pre-clinical data suggests that there
seems to be a degree of synergistic activity between
docetaxel and gemcitabine (23). Donadio et al. (24)
administered chemotherapy, based on the specific single cell
type observed in the transformed histology, to 12 GCT
patients, of which 5 presented with undifferentiated
rhabdomyosarcoma, and a partial response was achieved in
7 cases. The choice of salvage chemotherapy should
therefore take into consideration the data above indicating
that the sarcomatous element is likely to affect outcome in
relapsed disease and we would suggest utilising regimens
that have documented crossover efficacy in these tumours. 
The studies highlighted above (13, 17, 23) indicate that

the presence of viable cancer with sarcomatoid change
may confer a poorer outcome in the post chemotherapy
surgery setting compared to the presence of viable non-
transformed cancers. We were able to compare a cohort of
patients (n=23) who underwent resection of residual
disease post chemotherapy for NSGCT and were found to
have viable cancer (but not transformed) with the cohort
of patients described above with sarcomatoid change and
post chemotherapy resection (n=8). Although there is the
caveat of the small number of cases, the data presented in
Figure 3 indicate that the presence of residual active
cancer post chemotherapy confers a poor prognosis-
whether sarcomatoid or not, implying that the failure of
first line systemic treatment is in itself a key determinant
of survival.
In these cases, it is clear that surgery with the goal of

clearance of all sites of residual disease is clearly also of
vital importance. Recent literature has highlighted the
importance of surgical resection of residual disease in other
chemotherapy “resistant” phenotypes of GCT such as late
relapse (25) and this must be echoed in patients with variant
histology. In our cohort patients, whenever feasible surgery
was performed, including retroperitoneal lymph node
dissection (RPLND), thoracotomy and craniotomy to achieve
resection of residual disease. Radiotherapy was also utilised
where surgery was not deemed possible.

Conclusion

Our case series illustrates that the timepoint at which somatic
transformation is seen, whether this is upfront or at relapse,
changes its prognosis. The presence of a somatic
transformation component in testicular GCTs is generally
deemed to be an adverse prognostic factor, however we see

a reasonable 5-year overall survival rate (87.5%) in patients
who present with this at diagnosis, with the 5-year survival
falling to 37-40% if this is seen as a post chemotherapy or
at relapse. Somewhat surprisingly, the presence of viable
cancer in post chemotherapy surgery denotes a poorer
outcome irrespective of whether there is somatic
transformation present or not.
Detecting and accurately classifying an SC in GCT is

paramount as those patients on relapse may benefit more
from combination chemotherapy regimens that take into
account the SC component. Maximal resection of residual
disease should also be considered in patients with these
variants, in order to improve long-term outcomes. Within the
limitations of a retrospective case series review, this case
series illustrates the need for clinicians to consider the
context in which the diagnosis of sarcomatous transformation
is made, and if on relapse to consider offering personalised
cytotoxic regimens and, critically, multimodality treatment
in this highly aggressive disease.
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